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Silver Nanoparticles as a Potential Solar Absorber
Benjamin M. Hardy
Advisor: Farida A. Selim
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio
This work reports the development of Silver nanoparticles implanted into a polymer as a
solar absorber. The plasmonic nature of silver nanoparticle allows for adjustments to be
made in its UV-VIS-NIR absorbance spectrum. A combination of different sized/shaped
particles could result in ideal absorption of the majority of the solar spectrum. Allotting
this with the stability of a polymer leads to potential solids or solutions that could work as
a solar absorber. Tests were also performed to determine whether or not UV-C irradiation
during synthesis effects the characteristics of silver nanoparticles, in particular the
absorbance. Successful synthesis of silver nanoparticle in solid and solution form using a
strong reducing agent was achieved, then implanted into a polymer material. UV-C light
irradiation during synthesis led to relatively higher absorbance levels in Ag nanoparticles
solid and colloidal form. Silver nanoparticles with different plasmon frequencies
combined with the effect of UV-C irradiation during synthesis have potential for solar
absorbing technology.

1. Introduction
Designing new materials to harness Solar Power is a growing field. Many researchers are
exploring every possibility with inorganic materials. In our pursuit of Concentrated Electric
Solar Power technologies we chose to explore the nanoparticle. The synthesis of nanoparticles
has been around for quite some time, even as early as stained glass window art in the medieval
churches of Europe [1, 2]. Although we are familiar with nanoparticles, we still are years away
from completely understanding their behavior.
Specifically silver nanoparticles have acquired a
tremendous amount of attention due to their feasibility and
plastic plasmonic character [3]. The plasma frequency of
metal nanoparticles is often not the same as its bulk
counterpart. The peak of absorbance of any material
occurs at the plasma frequency, and since silver
nanoparticles have a tunable plasma frequency, their peak
absorbance point can be changed. In this work, we
synthesized silver nanoparticles using a chemical
reduction process. Silver Nitrate is reduced in the presence
of sodium borohydride which acts as a strong reducing
agent. Silver nanoparticles are then formed as colloidal
particles in a solution. In order to prevent aggregation, we
stabilize the nanoparticles in polymers polyvinylpyrrolidone
and polyvinyl Alcohol [4-6]. Aggregation is prevented and

Picture 1: This graph depicts the most energy
from the sun occurring in the near visible
spectrum of light, UV-Visible-Infared. We
mean to capitalize on this region.

silver-silver bonds do not occur due to the stabilizing agent layer on the surface of the
nanoparticles [7-9].
In order to act as an efficient solar absorber, high absorbance levels in the UV-VIS-NIR
spectrum need to be achieved [1]. Instead of using multiple different metals with multiple
different plasma frequencies, we determined that using silver nanoparticles with a wide range of
particle size and absorbance ranges would be effective. X-Ray Diffraction and Absorbance
measurements were performed in order to characterize the structural and optical properties of the
material. During synthesis, it became apparent that the nanoparticles are quite sensitive to
alterations and differences in procedure. It was thought that irradiating the nanoparticles during
synthesis with UV-C (254 nm) light would have an effect. Two procedures were used in order to
further investigate the effects of UV-C irradiation.

2. First Procedure
2.1 Preparation
A 0.002 M solution of NaBH4 using deionized water was prepared. NaBH 4 is very hygroscopic
and must be used immediately to prevent decomposition. A 0.001 M solution of AgNO 3 using
distilled water was prepared and stored in a cool place and used again when needed. A 0.3%
PVP (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) solution was prepared and stored in a cool place along with 1.28 g
of PVA (solid polyvinyl Alcohol) in powder form.

2.2 Procedure
30 ml of the .002 M NaBH4 was poured into an Erlenmeyer flask. Immediately, the flask was
placed in an ice bowl with a light stir using a magnetic stirrer. Next 2 ml of 0.001 M AgNO 3 was
added drop by drop into the flask. The rate was close to one drop per second. Next 2-3 drops of
PVP were added to help prevent aggregation. The solution turned to a yellow color. Next the
flask was placed on a hot plate with a fast stir. The solution was heated and stirred while slowly
the 1.28 g of PVA were added. The powder took 10 minutes to completely dissolve while the
solution was heated to approximately 89⁰ C. Once the PVA was completely dissolved stirring
and heat stopped and the solution was a dark yellow. The solution was then dried in an oven for
30 minutes at 170° C or stored in a sealed Erlenmeyer flask [4].
While irradiating with UV-C, a Luzchem expo model lamp (110 V, 60Hz, 1 A) was placed 24.13
cm from the solution surface. The irradiation started once the sample began being heated by the
hot plate.

2.3 UV Irradiation
Ultra-Violet light was also tested to see if it had any effect on the absorbance of a silver
nanoparticle colloidal solution. This was tested by placing the sample under the UV-C and
measuring its absorbance before, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, 6
hours, and 9 hours.

3. Results and Discussion (First Procedure)
Retired NaBH4

3.1 Sitting samples
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In order to observe the effect of using decomposed
NaBH4 in aqueous form, 2 procedures were performed
using a NaBH4 solution prepared 60 minutes
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visible in the case of samples B or C in figure 1.
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nanoparticles synthesized or isolated due to the
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Figure 1: This absorbance graph shows
that the typical yellow plasma peak at
around 400 nm doesn’t appear with a
retired reducing agent

Prolonged exposure to UV light

3.2 Prolonged UV exposed samples
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In order to see if UV-C affected structural properties
of non-agitated sitting solutions, the UV-C lamp was
placed 24.13 cm above a sitting sample for 3, 6
and 9 hours. Figure 2 seems to imply the solution
suffers little color/structural change from UV-C
irradiation. The question then moves to UV-C
irradiation during the reduction process.
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Figure 2: Prolonged UV had little to no
effect on absorbance
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3.3 Non-UV irradiated samples

Non-irradiated samples

The non-UV samples’ absorbance spectra seem to
be very similar in their pattern as seen in figure 3.
Peaks around 400-410 nm, indicative of the
samples yellow color are all similar in shape
with minor differences as a result of
nanoparticle’s high sensitivity to slight
differences in solution amounts.
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Figure 3: The first procedure is capable
of producing nanoparticles very similar
in size and structure as evidenced by
this graph.
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3.4 Possible evidence for UV effect
Figures 4 and 5 seem to indicate UV-C light having a significant effect. They were prepared at
the exact same time with the same solutions on the same hot plate to minimize differences in the
procedure. Both their solution and solid absorbance graphs are different. These trials were one of
the sole reasons we decided to further investigate UV-C irradiation. Perhaps a less stable, more
tunable procedure with a slower reduction process would allow us to see the direct effects of
UV-C irradiation.
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Figure 4: These samples indicate a
slight increase overall in absorbance
with UV irradiation
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Figure 5: After baking the colloidal
solution, the absorbance remained
greater
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3.5 X-Ray Diffraction
Bulk Silver typically has peaks at roughly 38, 44, 46, 54, 57, 64, 77⁰. By using Scherrer’s
equation we are able to estimate the average size of the particles in the solution. This particular
sample had an average diameter of 49.5 nm [10].
XRD Ag NP solid

Ag NP solid
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Figure 6: where the diffraction peaks at
2θ values of 38.2, 44.4, 64.4, 77.40° can
be ascribed to the reflection of (111),
(200), (220), (311) planes of the facecentered cubic silver, respectively [11]
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Figure 7: After the baked solids sat
out in ambient air, they reported
peaks at roughly 19.8, 22.5 and 40.9⁰.
This implies the material is not stable
in ambient air. This instability would
possibly hinder its use as a solar
absorber.
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Later we found that the samples were
decomposing in ambient air and our
peaks were no longer corresponding to
Silver as evidenced by Figure 7.
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4. Conclusions (First Procedure)
We successfully synthesized silver nanoparticles, as evidenced by the absorbance and XRD
graphs. We determined non-agitated colloidal silver nanoparticle solutions when irradiated by
UV-C light show little to no change in absorbance color characteristics. We see that UV-C
irradiation during synthesis does change absorbance intensity, in solution form and after baking.
The Aforementioned results indicate a more tunable
synthesis method would allow us to achieve our goals.
Ideally, a synthesis model capable of achieving different
sized particles and different plasmonic frequencies with
minor changes in chemical amounts. We also want to test
our hypothesis concerning UV-C irradiation, and a synthesis
method with a longer reduction reaction process would be
more receptive to UV-C energy.

5. Second Procedure
5.1 Preparation

Picture 2: nanoparticles in colloidal solution.
The yellowish colors indicating their
absorbance peaks at around 400 nm.

Silver nitrate (>= 99.9%), sodium borohydride (>= 98%),
sodium citrate dihydrate (>= 99%), hydrogen peroxide
(30%), and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were used for this procedure. Amounts of 100 mL of 30
mM Sodium Citrate dihydrate, 100 mL 2% w/w PVP, 25 mL of 30% w/w hydrogen peroxide, 1
L of .11 M Silver Nitrate, were all prepared and stored at 4⁰ C in the dark until use. During each
sample’s synthesis, 100 mM amounts of sodium borohydride was prepared.

5.2 Procedure
A 3.7 mL amount of sodium citrate dehydrate, 3.7 mL amount of PVP, and .12 mL amount of
hydrogen Peroxide were added to 43 mL of Silver Nitrate. After 3 minutes of stirring, different
amounts of Sodium Borohydride were added into the mixture. During the 3 minutes of stirring,
the 100 mM amounts of sodium borohydride are prepared. Twelve samples were synthesized
with the only difference being amount of sodium borohydride. 150, 160, 170, 180, 200, 220, 250,
280, 300, 330, 360, and 500 μL of 100 mM of sodium borohydride were added. After this, the
samples undergo the reduction reaction and are stirred with a stir bar for 3 hours [12].

5.3 UV-C irradiation
The twelve UV-C irradiated samples were prepared exactly the same way but are irradiated
during the 3 hours of stirring using the same UV lamp described in the first procedure.

6. Results and Discussion (Second Procedure)
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UV-C irradiated samples seem to
confirm our hypothesis that the light
changes structural characteristics
and the size of the nanoparticles
being produced. Each sample
reports not only a plasma frequency
shift to shorter wavelengths but also
an overall increase in relative
absorbance. The overall rise in
absorbance is most likely due to an
overall particle size increase [1314].
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Figure 8, 9: UV irradiated colloidal
solutions with a plasmon shift of 300
nm. Non-irradiated samples seem to
have two peaks indicating the UV
samples have a more uniform size and
shape properties [15-16]
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Picture 3: The change in procedure
resulted in a more tunable color,
directly correlated to the amount of
Sodium Borohydride used in each
sample.
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Figure 9-14: Further confirmation of
the UV irradiation shifting the
plasmon frequency to the left, and
raising the overall absorbance.
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Figure 15-18: The .5 mL sample does report a less uniform
size and shape of the nanoparticles in the UV irradiated
sample. This could be due to the higher concentration of
NaBH4. There is however still a shift in the plasma
frequency.
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Figure 19: On average the UV irradiated samples can be
seen to have a higher overall absorbance and a shift to
the left on the spectrum.

7. Conclusions (Second Procedure)
254 nm UV-C irradiation does affect synthesized silver nanoparticle size and shape. The overall
shift to the left and higher relative absorbance indicates the particles are changed by the incident
light. In order to determine exactly how the shapes are and sizes are affected, further
characterization using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) or other image based
measurement methods is required. The change reflected by our absorbance measurements is
promising and points to yet another method of tuning silver nanoparticles and quite possibly
other nanoparticle samples.
As it is with most of science, conclusions only lead to more questions. Our data points to
shadowy conclusions that only need a little more diligent work to uncover their mystery.
Concerning the effects of UV-C, a question remains concerning UV-C light that we have not
been able to test yet. Our UV lamp scatters the light over a broad area. If we could concentrate
all this light to a small area directly into our solution, we may see more effective results. What
these results will look like is still unanswered.

Additional Steps
In order to further explore silver nanoparticles as a potential solar absorber, we plan to
spin coat the Ag nanoparticle solution onto assorted flexible substrates including Kapton and
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
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